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Bios from the following: Glimpses Of The Past, Wisdom From Heaven. I will try to put them in order.....
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1 - Oogway

Name: Oogway
Age: Over 1000
Birthplace: Galapagos Islands
Birth date: ???
Likes: Peaches, tokoroten, fans, peace
Dislikes: The cold, Frogs (will be revealed why in Wisdom From Heaven.)
Loves: Shifu and the rest of his students, Shei Lia and Kohaii, (children in general), Kung Fu, harmony,
the sun
Hates: Giao Xun, people who abuse children
Crush:...........Hint: Lotti (In late chapters of Glimpses Of The Past.)
Fears: Closed in spaces
Skills:...He is the founder of Kung Fu! How much more info do you need?!
Weakness: Will do anything to protect Shifu, mistreatment of children
Personality: Very philosophical, gentle, calm, understanding, compassionate
Looks:...He's a wrinkly old turtle
Species: Galapagos tortoise
Outfit: He wears an old wicked clothy,turban,shawl thingy..(really not sure the name)
Description: The master of Shei Lia and Kohaii, Oogway is a sweet gentle tortoise that you can hardly
understand sometimes! (He speaks in so much riddles!) The old tortoise adores children and would
adopt an entire orphanage! XD He will do anything to ensure his student's safety and happiness.



2 - Shifu

Name: Shifu
Age: About sixty something..
Birthplace: Jade Palace
Birth date: ???
Likes: Trampolines, water, meditating, jiaozi, dumplings
Dislikes: Baths (only as a cub), Wu Lian, being hugged. (only tolerates when nessassary)
Loves: Oogway, his students, melon buns, Kung Fu
Hates: Giao Xun
Crush: Is stuck between two girls...
Fears: Needles, death of loved ones
Skills: He has amazing stealth and agility.
Weakness: Has a very sensitive nose, his tail is also quite sensitive, becomes very emotional when with
Oogway, extremely ticklish (Oogway is mainly the only one who uses it against him ex: Wisdom From
Heaven, chapter six )
Personality: (At first) harsh, cold, strict, (after Tai Lung's defeat) Slightly strict, warm, compassionate,
understanding, secretly affectionate, emotional
Looks: HE HAS A NOODLEY MUSTACHE!
Species: Red panda
Outfit: A brown robe with a darker brown sash.
Description: A relatively grouchy and paranoid red panda. Shifu is slightly harsh but very warm and
gentle. He's very outspoken and is easily irritated. Although he is very sophisticated the child in him is
revealed whenever he's with his master
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